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“Preface” 

There has been a lot of controversy lately surrounding the idea of Intelligent Design. 

Intelligent Design (or “ID”) has been all over the media and even in the courts. There are also 

some new scientific advances which lend themselves towards the ID argument. Authors such as 

Michael Behe, William Dembski and Stephen Meyer have been talking about this in their 

publications, but no one has made a sustained argument for Intelligent Design from DNA - yet. 

Stephen Meyer hopes to change the conversation with the publication of a mainstream book in 

the popular press, as opposed to just some highly-technical journal articles. Signature in the Cell 

is “designed” to be that book; the book to change all of that. 

 

“DNA, Darwin and the Appearance of Design” (Chapter 1) 

Since Watson and Crick, scientists have learned more about DNA and biological 

information, epitomized by The Human Genome Project. Evolutionary biologists have postulated 

that evolution acts a designer substitute and therefore the appearance of design in biological 

systems is merely an illusion. Yet even in these discussions, teleological language abounds. But 

if evolutionists cannot explain the origin of genetic information then they cannot account for the 

origin of life itself. Charles Thaxton and others started flirting with ID as an alternative in the 

mid-80‟s and these ideas captured the imagination of Stephen C. Meyer among others. In the 

book under discussion, Meyer examines the ever remaining DNA enigma. 
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“The Evolution of a Mystery and Why It Matters” (Chapter 2)  

Freidrich Wohler‟s experiments showed we can produce bodily chemicals in a lab, such 

as urine. This revolutionized the way we thought about organic materials, “showing that the 

chemical compounds in living organisms could be artificially synthesized” (page 34).  

Idealism is the idea that mind comes first and the philosophical concept of theism fits 

under this heading. The other competing worldview, called naturalism or materialism, holds that 

matter comes first. Many 19
th

 century scientific theories supported the latter idea, perhaps chief 

of which was Darwinian evolution. Yet other work, such as Pasteur‟s disproving of spontaneous 

generation, complicated matters for the naturalists.  

Undaunted, materialistic origin-of-life theorists trudged on, confident it would be just a 

matter of time before “evolution extended backwards” would explain how life came from non-

life. One reason for the optimism was they believed life was rather, bluntly put, simple. Hope 

was apparently fulfilled by the Miller–Urey experiments, which quickly gained evolutionary 

orthodoxy and have remained entrenched in science textbooks ever since. 

 

“The Double Helix” (Chapter 3)  

James Watson and Francis Crick were an unlikely pair to discover the structure of the 

DNA molecule, but in 1953 their work sparked a revolution in biochemistry. Scientists had long 

puzzled over how hereditary was passed on from one living thing to the next. Many theories had 

been proposed and many experiments had been performed. Nothing really nailed it, though. 

Watson and Crick‟s initial forays in the field were met with laughter and even anger. Some of 

their superiors were even embarrassed for them, asking them to stop for their own good. But 

Watson and Crick continued to collect data from the work of others, all the while trying out 
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unconventional ideas in a clumsy yet innovative fashion. In February, 1953, they finally got it – 

the double helix. And when their small article was published a few months later, the whole world 

now knew the correct structure. Soon, they would also learn something else: DNA carried 

essential information – and lots of it.   

 

“Signature in the Cell” (Chapter 4)  

Biological information is not only ordered (non-random), improbable and sequenced, it 

conveys content with meaning; it has significance. To understand this, we have to carefully 

define information by looking at Claude Shannon‟s work on information theory. The kind of 

information we find in DNA, for example, produces a specific effect. There was a lot of work 

being done on genetic information, especially relating to proteins, before and especially after 

Watson and Crick‟s breakthrough. Crick eventually proposed the sequence hypothesis which 

focused on the precise arrangement or specific sequence of bases, amino acids and protein 

folding and structure. These facts would come to show us that “DNA can carry or encode 

information using chemical subunits that function as alphabetic characters.” Not only that, but 

“DNA, RNA, and proteins have a tremendous capacity … to store and transmit information” 

(pages 108-109). This is the signature in the cell.  

 

“The Molecular Labyrinth” (Chapter 5)  

Without a system for expressing and processing its stored information, DNA would be 

useless. Fortunately, DNA uses a code to translate its information; this code relies upon systems 

of systems. George Gamow proposed the “direct template model” to solve this problem while 

Francis Crick proposed something akin to ASCII code, complete with adapter molecules to 
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translate. Crick‟s key insight was that he saw DNA as a vehicle for information – not just a 

chemical substance. Experiments by Paul Zamecnik, Severo Ochoa and Crick and his associates 

would later confirm Crick‟s “adapter hypothesis”. Eventually, scientists would discern that “the 

cell‟s information-processing system is strikingly similar to CAD-CAM technology, though it 

differs from CAD-CAM in at least one important respect: the cell‟s information-processing 

system not only produces machines, it also reproduces itself” (page 121).  

Gene expression or protein synthesis involves multiple steps, such as transcription, 

translation, and replication. This integrated complexity poses massive challenges for origin of 

life researchers. Biochemist David Goodsell asks, “If proteins are needed to make proteins, how 

did the whole thing get started” (page 134)? Karl Popper put it this way: “What makes the origin 

of life and the genetic code a disturbing riddle is this: the code cannot be translated except by 

using certain products of its translation,” the late British philosopher noted that, “this constitutes 

a really baffling circle: a vicious circle it seems, for any attempt to form a model, or theory, of 

the genesis of the genetic code” (page 134). 

 

“The Origin of Science and the Possibility of Design” (Chapter 6)  

Scientists do lab experiments to be sure, but it is a misnomer that is how one “does 

science”. Sometimes big leaps forward are done by those who aggregate data and then synthesize 

it with a bold new idea. At one point, Watson and Crick were criticized for this very thing. Other 

examples are Copernicus‟s The Revolution of the Heavenly Bodies, Newton‟s Principia, 

Einstein‟s papers of 1905 and Darwin‟s Origin of the Species. These facts are relevant to those 

who criticize ID authors for not working in the lab (this is not true anyway). 
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In addition, the history of science proves that ID is not a science stopper but rather the 

science starter. The Judeo-Christian tradition involves the understanding that God has created 

things with order and for a reason – it is up to us to uncover these trues. The Scientific 

Revolution flowed out of a robust doctrine of creation. Cambridge itself is an example of this. So 

are many leading scientists: “Copernicus, Kepler, Ray, Linnaeus, Curvier, Agassiz, Boyle, 

Newton, Kelvin, Faraday, Rutherford” and Maxwell (page 145). 

 

“Of Clues to Causes” (Chapter 7)  

Stephen Jay Gould differentiated between “historical” and “experimental sciences”. 

Gould “emphasized that historical scientists tested their theories by evaluating their explanatory 

power” (page 150). This is called abductive reasoning or abduction, which is distinct from 

inductive and deductive reasoning. Peter Lipton‟s work in this area refers to “the method of 

inference to the best explanation”. Historical scientists utilize the criteria of “causal adequacy”. 

Charles Lyell, for example, argues that historical scientists should “cite „causes now in 

operation,‟ or presently acting causes”. Darwin used the term vera causa (meaning a known or 

actual cause) to describe this methodology (page 160).  

However, the cause postulated must be a unique cause, in that it is “an effect for which 

there is only on plausible clause” (page 161). Otherwise, they will commit the fallacy of 

affirming the consequent. This is possible when we can gain sufficient additional facts to begin 

the process of eliminating any other possible causes (if indeed there are multiple competing 

hypothesis). Scriven explains: “retrospective causal analysis” “proceeds by the elimination of 

possible causes” (page 168). Meyer (correcting Thaxton) notes that all scientists –whether 

historical or experimental – do this to a certain degree. 
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Here is what this has to do with DNA: “uniform and repeated experience affirms that 

intelligent agents produce information-rich systems” and “intelligent activity is known to 

produce the effect in question”, that of new, or novel, information (page 171). Meyer‟s book 

seeks to prove that conscious activity is the only cause which can produce this effect. 

 

“Chance Elimination and Pattern Recognition” (Chapter 8)  

French biologist Jacques Monod wrote Chance and Necessity in 1971. The thrust of the 

work was that “scientists can, and should, explain all phenomena by reference to chance, 

necessity, or the combination of the two” (page 174). But can these really account for the origin 

of life, or to put a fine point on it, for the origin of information? First, we must ascertain what 

chance is and if it has any causal power. Meyer explains that “when scientists say that something 

happened by chance, they do not usually mean that some entity called „chance‟ caused 

something to happen. Instead, they mean there is a process in play that produces a range of 

outcomes each of which has a chance or probability of occurring, including the outcome in 

question” (page 176). Further, chance is a null hypothesis: it is “the hypothesis to be nullified or 

refuted by alternative hypotheses of design or lawlike necessity” (page 177). 

Ronald A. Fisher developed a statistical method which can eliminate chance as a 

hypothesis based on a rejection region, which is “a set of outcomes that deviate dramatically 

from our statistical expectation” (page 181). Probability theorist William Dembski took this 

insight and applied it to a paradox in probabilities based upon pattern recognition. The question 

was “why are some outcomes ruled as chance, and others are not”? The answer is “since patterns 

signal the presence of deeper causal factors or regularities at work, the presence of patterns 
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negates chance. Because patterns negate the null hypothesis (that „nothing is going on‟) and the 

null hypothesis is the chance hypothesis, patterns negate the chance hypothesis” (page 188). 

 

“Ends and Odds” (Chapter 9)  

Was “chance” the catalyst in the origin of life? In the 1950‟s, biochemist George Wald 

said that” given so much time, the impossible becomes possible, the possible probable, and the 

probable virtually certain.” In the 1960‟s, Francis Crick mused that the genetic codes‟ origination 

may be attributed to a “frozen accident” (page 195). Any origin of life theory must account for 

the origination of biological information.  

Stephen Meyer summarized Christian De Duve‟s work on the importance of pattern 

recognition in relation to chance hypotheses this way: “we should be skeptical that the random 

interaction of molecular building blocks will produce functionally specified sequences in DNA 

(or proteins) by chance alone” (page 200). Underscoring this point is the simplest living cell, 

mycoplasma genitalia, which requires 482 proteins and 562,000 bases of DNA to assemble said 

proteins (page 201).  

Building a functioning cell requires not only genetic information but a suite of pre-

existing proteins and RNA molecules to process the information. In addition, for life to originate 

would require ATP as well as a membrane and cell wall to protection the cell. Thus, even a so-

called minimally complex cell requires considerable integrated complexity. Scientists calculating 

the chances of “chance” producing such a system have been greatly impressed with the 

challenges facing biochemical evolution.  

Along these lines, a conference was held in 1966 titled “Mathematical Challenges to 

Neo-Darwinism” (page 204). Since then, many important studies have been conducted in this 
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area, a number of which were headed by biochemist Robert Sauer. Recently, biologist Doug 

Axe‟s work has confirmed that “the odds are prohibitively stacked against a random process 

producing functional proteins” (page 211). 

 

“Beyond the Reach of Chance” (Chapter 10)  

When we ask if the information needed to begin life could have arisen by chance, we 

must consider what William Dembski calls the probabilistic resources: “how many opportunities 

to the necessary proteins or genes have to arise by chance?” (page 215). Dembski has calculated 

this, as have other mathematicians and scientists: Emil Borel, Brett Van de Sande, and Seth 

Lloyd, to name three. In Meyer‟s words, here is the rub: [this] “is the third reason that the origin-

of-life researchers have rejected the chance hypothesis. The complexity of the events that origin-

of-life researchers need to explain exceeds the probabilistic resources of the entire universe. In 

other words, the universe itself does not possess the probabilistic resources necessary to render 

probable the origin of biological information by chance alone” (page 219). When it comes to 

assessing the „chance‟ of the chance hypothesis, the bottom line is “the conditional probability 

that just one of these information-rich molecules arose by chance – in effect, the chance that 

chance is true is – is much less than one-half. It is less than one in a trillion trillion” (page 222).  

In addition to the numerical problem, there is an environmental problem when it comes to 

the origin of information-laden arising in the speculative prebiotic soup. One reason is that 

“many destructive chemical processes would have necessarily been at work” and “simulation 

experiments of the type performed by Stanley Miller had repeatedly demonstrated this”. We now 

know that sans “intelligent intervention, these other substances will react readily with 

biologically relevant building blocks to form biologically irrelevant compounds” or “sludge” 
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(page 226), due to interfering cross-reactions. Meyer explains that this is why experimenters 

artificially manipulate the initial conditions in their experiments, such as using only short-

wavelength UV, when both short-and long-wavelength UV would have been active in any 

imagined early atmosphere. They do this because the long-wavelength ultraviolet light will 

degrade the required amino acids. 

 

 

 “Self-Organization and Biochemical Predestination” (Chapter 11)  

San Francisco State University biophysicists to Dean Kenyon wrote this in 1968: “it is 

sometimes argued in speculative papers on the origin of life the highly improbable events (such 

as the spontaneous formation of a molecule DNA and a molecule of DNA polymerase in the 

same region of space at the same time) become virtually inevitable over the vast stretches of 

geological time. No serious quantitative arguments, however, are given in support of such 

conclusions” and instead “such hypotheses are contrary to most of the available evidence” (page 

229). Kenyon and Gary Steinman proposed a theory based on the necessity of self-organization 

in their best-selling text, Biochemical Predestination. Kenyon built a model similar to Alexander 

Oparin, in which life arose in a step-by-step fashion due to the “forces of chemical necessity” 

(page 232). Yet Kenyon began rethinking his self- organizational model when he realized it 

could not jump the “insuperable conceptual hurdle” of “getting the information out of proteins 

and into DNA”. Other empirical findings in the late 1980‟s forced Kenyon to see “he could not 

circumvent the need to explain the origin of information in DNA by positing a protein first 

model” (page 236). A few essays by chemist Michael Polanyi – “Life‟s Irreducible Structure” 

and “Life Transcending Physics and Chemistry” – would reinforce his doubts (page 237). 
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Meyer explains his own realization this way: “explaining DNA‟s information-rich 

sequences by appealing to differential bonding affinities meant that there had to be chemical 

bonds of differing strength between the different bases along the information bearing axis of the 

DNA molecule.” But “there is not just an absence of differing bonding affinities; there are no 

bonds at all between the critical information-bearing bases in DNA.” This is a problem because 

“a force has to exist before it can cause something” but the needed force of “differing chemical 

attractions between nucleotide bases does not exist within the DNA molecule” (page 243). 

 

“Thinking Outside the Bonds” (Chapter 12)  

Whereas Kenyon had argued that the origin of life problem could be solved by positing 

self- organization due to law-like forces or natural processes, Ilya Prigogine and Gregoire Nicolis 

posited that “the organized structures observed in living systems might have „self-originated‟ 

with the aid of an energy source” (page 254). Information theorist Hubert Yockey and 

astrophysicist Fred Hoyle both noted a defect with this theory: “energy flowing through an open 

system will readily produce order. But it does not produce much specified complexity or 

information” (note: this is not a quote from either men but rather a summation from page 256). 

In short, energy alone cannot “encode functionally specified information-rich sequences – 

whether biochemical or otherwise.” Yockey even went so far as to say that any attempt to relate 

order “with biological information or specificity must be regarded as a play on words” (page 

257).  

While some biophysicists believed they could find a natural algorithm that would 

originate information, others, such as Dr. Stuart Kauffman, sought out boldly innovative and 

highly sophisticated models in his works such as The Origins of Order and At Home in the 
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Universe. In the end, “his model still falls prey to what Dembski calls the „displacement 

problem‟ – the problem of explaining the origin of one (putatively) information-rich system only 

by introducing another unexplained source of information” (page 267). Essentially, Kauffman 

presupposed “that his system will work only once it had been „tuned‟” (page 269). Physicists 

Bernard Derrida and Gerard Weisbuch – both intelligent agents themselves – tuned the system in 

order to produce the patterns!  

The reason why these models are nonstarters is due to the nature of information. Some 

source is required to arrange things; to provide the information. But no law or so-called natural 

process or force has the capability of originating information; we all know from repeated 

uniform experience that only intelligent agents possess this power. 

 

“Chance and Necessity, or the Cat in the Hat Comes Back” (Chapter 13) 

Aleksandr Oparin put forth a chance combined with necessity model for the origin of 

biological information in the 30‟s and, in light of criticism, revised it in the 60‟s. Molecular 

biology itself was Oparin‟s biggest critic because in the words of theoretical biologist Howard 

Pattee, “there is no evidence that hereditary evolution occurs except in cells which already 

have…the DNA, the replicating and translating enzymes, and all the control systems and 

structures necessary to reproduce themselves” (page 274). Work from men like mathematician 

John von Neumann, physicist Eugene Wigner and biophysicist Harold Morowitz, demonstrated 

that, in the words of Theodosius Dobzhansky, “prebiological natural selection is a contradiction 

in terms” (page 275). In 1964, Henry Quastler proposed a DNA-first model, in which he 

“characterized the origin of information in polynucleotides as an „accidental choice 

remembered‟” (page 278). This model (like most) suffered the fate that Meyer refers to as the 
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cat-in-the-hat-pink-ring-problem – and still no Voom (page 271). In the late 70‟s, biophysicist 

Manfred Eigen proposed a system called a hypercycle. Critics (e.g., biologist John Maynard 

Smith, physicist Freeman Dyson, chemist Robert Shapiro) contested, “showing that Eigen‟s 

hypothetical cycles are more likely to lose or degrade genetic information” for they “lack an 

error-free mechanism of self-replication” (page 280), resulting in what researchers call an error 

catastrophe (or multiplied deviations amplified). Other researchers, such as Richard Dawkins and 

Bernd-Olaf Kuppers, sought to simulate a solution via computer programs. The problem: 

“molecules in situ do not have a target sequence „in mind‟” because genetic algorithms need – in 

David Berlinski‟s words - “forward looking memory” - but natural selection is not a person with 

a plan and cannot provide this needed feature (page 282). Other programs, such as Ev by Thomas 

Schneider and Avida suffer all the same problems in some degree or another; they presuppose 

information and violate two principles of computer science: The No Free Lunch Theorem and 

The Law of the Conservation of Information (pages 283-294). 

 

“The RNA World” (Chapter 14)  

Microbiologist Carl Woese proposed and biophysicist Walter Gilbert developed the RNA 

world as an alternative to both DNA and protein-first origin-of-life models.  It is now the most 

prominent scenario. Meyer details five problems with the RNA world hypothesis: 

1. RNA building blocks are easy to destroy but difficult to synthesize 

2. Ribozymes are insufficient as substitutes for proteins 

3. An RNA-based translation and coding system is unlikely and unproven 

4. RNA world cannot account for the origin of genetic information  
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5. Ribozyme engineering is not a true simulation of undirected chemical 

evolution 

On the last problem, Meyer points out “an obvious flaw. Ribozyme engineers tend to 

overlook the role that their own intelligence has played in enhancing the functional capacities of 

their RNA catalysts” and there is “no parallel in a prebiotic setting” (page 319).  

The failure of these models has led some to honest frustration, utter wonder, or just plain 

grumpiness (others, like Ken Miller, are still singing songs of triumph; usually in the key of 

arrogance sharp or ignorance flat), often expressed in some rather memorable quotes: 

-Francis Crick, 1980: “The origin of life appears at the moment to be almost a miracle, so 

many are the conditions which would have had to have been satisfied to get it going”. 

-Klaus Dose, 1988: “At present, all discussions on principle theories and experiments in 

the field either end in a stalemate or a confession of ignorance”. 

-One of Stephen Meyer‟s Cambridge supervisors, 1989: “The field is becoming 

increasingly populated with cranks. Everyone knows everybody else‟s theory doesn‟t work, but 

no one is willing to admit it about his own” (all quotes from page 321). 

 

“The Best Explanation” (Chapter 15)  

Chapter 15 of Signature in the Cell is where Stephen Meyer sews together the different 

threads he has been weaving. He speaks of historical scientists like criminal investigators or 

sleuth styled detectives investigating for clues. He speaks, as he has been throughout the book, 

autobiographically and says that as he “learned more about the DNA enigma” he “had a series of 

insights: about the nature of information; about why the information in DNA transcends physics 

and chemistry; about why it exceeds the reach of chance; about the real take-home message of 
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various simulation experiments; and about the criteria that make the storable explanations best” 

(page 326). As he assessed the competing possible causes for solving contemporary biology‟s 

DNA enigma, he gives three main reasons for his conclusion of the causal adequacy of 

intelligent design: 

-No other causally adequate explanations: Meyer outlined many of the models put 

forth over the past century in chapters 8 through 14 and states that they all face the same 

dilemma: “every attempt to explain the origin of biological information either failed because it 

transfer the problem elsewhere or „succeeded‟ only by presupposing unexplained sources of 

information. This displacement problem was particularly evident in computer simulations were 

positive results depend so obviously on the input of information from intelligent programmers 

that computer scientists themselves formulated various „no free lunch‟ theorems and laws of 

conservation of information, asserting that the information outputs of computer simulations do 

not exceed…the informational inputs of the intelligent programmers who designed them” (page 

332). 

-Experimental evidence confirms causal adequacy of ID: we know this from 

experiments in the lab as well as experience outside the lab. “Intelligent human agents – in virtue 

of their rationality and consciousness – have demonstrated the power to produce specified 

information” and “these [origin] experiments inadvertently demonstrated not only the power of 

mind over matter, but also the necessity of a mind to arrange matter to structures relevant to life” 

(page 334). 

-ID is the only known cause of specified information: Indeed, “undirected materialistic 

causes have not demonstrated the capacity to generate significant amounts of specified 

information. At the same time, conscious intelligence has repeatedly shown itself capable of 
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producing such information. If follows that mind – conscious rational, intelligent agency – what 

philosophers call „agent causation‟ now stands as the only cause known to be capable of 

generating large amounts of specified permission starting from a nonliving state” (page 341). 

 

“Another Road to Rome” (Chapter 16)  

Meyer revisits (his first extended visit was in Chapter 8) Dembski‟s method of design 

detection, based on Dembski‟s pioneer work in the book The Design Inference. Dembski 

identified “two indicators of intelligent activity by which rational agents recognize the effects of 

other rational agents and distinguish those affects from the effects of purely undirected material 

causes. Dembski notes that we invariably a tribute events, systems, or sequences that have the 

joint properties of „complexity‟ (or small probability) and „specification‟ to intelligent positives -

to design- not to chance or physical-chemical necessity” (page 352).  

Meyer, following Dembski, gives multiple examples and illustrations of how these 

principles work, as well as graphs and tables, demonstrating the explanatory filter which 

eliminates chance and points towards design. The application of this highly nuanced -and yet in 

some ways obviously intuitive- criteria to DNA are essential for demonstrating the reliability of 

attributing the effect of DNA to the cause of intelligent design; hence, the signature in the cell. 

 

“But Does It Explain?” (Chapter 17) 

Meyer refers to a quote by Henry Quastler in his book, The Emergence of Biological 

Information (Yale University Press): “The creation of new information is habitually associated 

with conscious activity” (page 376). Even though ID critics claim the whole deal is a “god-of-

the-gaps” argument, this shows it is not an argument from ignorance because we absolutely 
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know how information is created – by intelligent agents. Thus, objectors are ultimately walking 

in the footsteps of David Hume – but the problem of induction applies to every law, explanation, 

or inference (not just the design inference). This cuts at the very basis of scientific reasoning 

itself.  

David Hume objected to design arguments by claiming they all argued by way of analogy 

and therefore failed. But the argument in The Signature in Cell does not depend upon the 

similarity of DNA to a computer program or human language, but upon the presence of an 

identical feature in both DNA and intelligently designed codes, languages and artifacts” (page 

386). 

Another (weak) objection is the one brought up by Richard Dawkins in The God 

Delusion: who designed the designer? Firstly, intelligent agents are sufficient explanations when 

it comes to things like artifacts and art – same applies here. Secondly, every metaphysical system 

has an ultimate or prime reality – Dawkins seems to think its matter, Meyer thinks its mind. This 

is the debate. 

 

 

“But Is It Science?” (Chapter 18)  

The Dover ruling – that ID is not science - reflects the popular sentiment among ID 

critics (for example, look at what happened to Dean Kenyon). But that is a matter of definition, 

not of truth. Furthermore, ID is science for at least six solid reasons (these are all lifted right 

from Meyer): 

1. The case for ID is based on empirical evidence (page 403) 

2. Advocates of ID use established scientific methods (page 403) 
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3. ID is a testable theory (page 404)  

4. The case for ID exemplifies historical scientific reasoning (page 408) 

5. ID addresses a specific question in evolutionary biology (page 410) 

6. ID is supported by peer-reviewed scientific literature (page 411) 

 

“Sauce for the Goose” (Chapter 19)  

Michael Ruse has argued against ID by demarcation in order to define ID as non-science. 

He gave five criteria for “real science” but these could disqualify evolution -and even science 

itself- as well. For example, molecular biologist Fred Grinnell said ID doesn‟t qualify because it 

“can‟t be measured, or counted, or photographed” (page 423). But scientists use inferences all 

the time, such as those “looking” (even though they do so without seeing them directly) for the 

effects of particles in the Large Hadron Collider. Inference is part of science: “physical forces, 

electromagnetic or gravitational fields, atoms, quarks, past events, subsurface geological 

features, biomolecular structures – all are unobservable entities inferred from observable 

evidence” (page 425).  

In his ruling, Judge Jones excluded ID as science because it is not in line with 

“methodological naturalism” (page 433). One reason this current convention should be 

challenged is that “design detection is already part of science. Archaeologists, anthropologists, 

forensic scientists, cryptographers, and others now routinely infer intelligent causes from the 

presence of information-rich patterns or structures or artifacts” (page 436). 
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“Why It Matters” (Chapter 20)  

In 2005, Dan Abrams of MSNBC badgered Meyer to try to get him to admit that ID was 

“religion”. But Meyer shows what religion is and how ID is not that. Of course it has theistic 

implications but, as Antony Flew said, we should “follow the evidence wherever it leads” (page 

445). Besides, evolution has materialistic, atheistic or at least deistic implications. Any model 

tackling the big questions will have metaphysical implications.  

A similar tactic is the claim that religious motivations invalidate ID. Firstly, not all 

defenders of ID are motivated as such and secondly, even when/if they are, this does not 

invalidate their claims. If this is a defeater for ID, then would is not stand that Dawkins‟ atheism,  

Forrests‟ secular humanism, or Oparins‟ Marxism would invalidate their views on origins and 

call into question their motivations as well? The merit (or lack thereof) of the case should be 

evidence-based. 

Obviously, this stuff matters. Fittingly, Meyer concludes this way: 

“If living things – things that we manifestly did not design ourselves – bear the hallmarks 

of design, if they exhibit a signature that would lead us to recognize intelligent activity in any 

other realm of experience, then perhaps it is time to rehabilitate this lost way of knowing and to 

rekindle our wonder in the intelligibility and design of nature that first inspired the scientific 

revolution” (page 452). 

 

“A Living Science” (Epilogue)  

Columbia University professor of philosophy Philip Kitcher argues that ID a “dead 

science”. He believes “it cannot explain the current facts of molecular biology” (Meyer‟s 
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summary, page 455), such as “junk DNA”. Meyer contends that ID does explain new facts, such 

as new discoveries in genomics, which he outlines in pages 459-477.  

Take dual coding, for example. Bioinformatician W.Y. Chung of Penn State notes it is a 

cellular innovation that is “virtually impossible by chance” (page 464). The concentration of 

information in DNA, such as “genetic messages encoded within genetic messages” (page 466), is 

yet another new discovery that is a sign of design. The same can be said for the genome‟s 

hierarchical arrangement, akin to the files-within-folders system on a PC (or Mac). Yet another 

case in point is “the way genes perform different functions based upon the larger informational 

context” (page 472). Evolutionists had previously assumed that homologous genes would 

produce homologous organisms and structures but we now know “that coding sequences in the 

genome do not by themselves determine the function of gene products during embryological 

development” (page 471). Design explains the feature of dependence in what are essentially 

“modular elements in intelligently constructed blocks of text” in genes and proteins (page 473). 

And the same can be said for the discovery of “extragenomic and ontogenomic information” 

(473-477). Meyer says these are proofs that ID inspires and allows for new research questions 

over-and-against the neo-Darwinian “one-dimensional conception of biological information” 

(page 478). 

 

“Some Predictions of Intelligent Design” (Appendix A)  

ID critics say ID makes no predictions and cannot be tested but historical scientific 

theories are tested by comparing their explanatory power for the known facts against alternate 

theories. ID has been tested this way and also does make specific predictive claims. For example, 

it predicts materialistic mechanisms will fail in producing more than 500 bits of information. It 
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predicts that evolutionary computer simulations will only “work” when programmers input the 

needed information or the model is biologically unrealistic.  

ID also predicts living systems will have structure, organization and functional logic 

(page 485). Molecular biologist Jonathan Wells used this reasoning to detect a micro-machine 

within the cell. This may have valuable application in detecting cancer early and is now being 

tested. There are a few ways ID advocates may integrate their predictions as the study the history 

of life – some polyphyletic and others monophyletic. There can be diversity among proponents, 

of course.  

ID also “predicts that the study of supposedly „dystelelogical‟ or „poorly designed‟ 

structures will reveal either (a) functional reasons for their design features or (b) evidence of 

degenerative evolution” (page 490).  Biologists George Ayoub and Michael Denton are 

examples of scientists doing this kind of work. Towards the end of the appendix, Meyer sums it 

up with about a “dozen ID-inspired predictions” (pages 496-497). 

 

“Multiverse Cosmology and the Origin of Life” (Appendix B)  

Some folks have realized that our universe alone does not have enough probabilistic 

resources in order to produce life. One solution is to theorize about more than one universe; 

indeed, a multiverse. Eugene Koonin admits that no materialistic chemical evolution scenario 

works and instead opts for “the existence of an infinite number of other-life compatible 

universes” because this “would render even fantastically improbable events (such as the origin of 

life)” … inevitable (Meyer‟s paraphrase, page 500). The “chaotic eternal inflationary model” 

holds that the universe expanded rapidly due to a repulsive gravitational field; an inflation field 

(page 501).  
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The problem? We are not even sure if inflation fields exist! They were put forth to solve 

the problem of fine-tuning and in essence are given just the right properties for, you guessed it, 

fine-tuning the universe. Contra the “many worlds in one” hypothesis, Robin Collins argues that 

we already know that minds can account for design (a la fine-tuning) but “we have no experience 

of anything like an inflation field generating many universes” and therefore “inflationary 

cosmology depends upon an abstract entity whose causal powers have not been observed or 

demonstrated” (again, Meyer‟s wording, pages 504-505). 

There is also an epistemological cost to this theory: it means anything is possible at any 

time for no real reason at all. It undercuts the whole enterprise of scientific investigation. An 

example of this conundrum is the “Boltzmann brain” phenomenon (pages 507-508).  

Koonin‟s “solution” creates more problems than answers, in fact, one may say that it 

generates an infinite number of problems … a multiverse of multiple problems. No thanks. 
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Intelligent Design by William Dembski (Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 1999). 

 

“Naturalism & Its Cure” (Chapter 4)  

What is nature? Is its order self-contained? Or does its order come from the outside? If 

so, creation is a better word than nature. Naturalism is like the pagan idolatry of old, making the 

world ultimate. Scientific naturalism claims that nature is self-sufficient but scientists who 

uphold Intelligent Design see empirically detectable evidences of an intelligent agent‟s activity. 

Forensic science already does this and the key underlying factor is always information. 

Intelligent Design does not stop science (as critics often charge) because ID engages in reverse 

engineering to get at the “how” questions. Darwinism has many problems and part of what ID 

does is point out these flaws; in response, Neo-Darwinists attempt to define ID as unscientific. 

To allow full inquiry and discovery to take place within science, we need to dump the reigning 

paradigm which rules out intelligence as a cause out of hand. Below is a key paragraph from the 

chapter: 

“Science, we are told, studies natural causes, whereas to introduce God is to invoke 

supernatural causes. This is the wrong contrast. The proper contrast is between natural causes on 

the one hand and intelligent causes on the other. Intelligent causes can do things that natural 

causes cannot. Natural causes can throw Scrabble pieces on the board but cannot arrange the 

pieces to form meaningful words or sentences. To obtain a meaningful arrangement requires an 

intelligent cause. Whether an intelligent cause operates within or outside nature (i.e., is 

respectfully natural or supernatural) is a separate question entirely from whether an intelligent 

cause has operated” (page 105). 
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 “Reinstating Design in Science” (Chapter 5) 

We are able to draw distinctions between accidents and designs. Dembski gives a number 

of scientific ventures as well as real-life examples of how this is true. We are at a point where we 

have extremely tight criteria for something to qualify as being the product of an intelligent agent. 

This means we do not need to worry about false positives as we undertake this project. Once we 

detect the clear signs of intelligent design, we still have work left to do. For example, we want to 

know how it was produced, its purpose and even its constraints. Evolution can sometimes stop 

scientific inquiry where ID trudges on. Consider junk DNA or so-called vestigial organs; these 

examples demonstrate that ID is not a science stopper. Dembski on false positives: 

“There does in fact exist a rigorous criterion for distinguishing intelligently caused 

objects from unintelligently caused ones. Many special sciences already use this criterion, though 

in a pre-theoretic form (e.g., forensic science, artificial intelligence, cryptography, archaeology 

and the search for extraterrestrial intelligence [SETI]). The great breakthrough of the intelligent 

design movement has been to isolate and make precise this criterion” (page 127). 

 


